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Chapter One 

There was a dead man with a javelin lodged in his back on the beach. He was fat, sun-
blistered, and naked but for a strip of loincloth between his legs. The white sand had drank most 
of his blood, but he did not stink—a recent kill. Hektor wondered if the corpse had been a 
survivor of the merchant ship he and his men had found the day before.

As Hektor stepped around the dead man, he motioned for his men to stay low. The pirate 
camp was just on the other side of the nearby rocks. Quietly, the Trojans got on their bellies and 
scooted forward to peer down onto the beach.

Nearly two dozen in all, the raiders lay around the remains of two smoldering fire pits. 
Though it was almost midmorning, most were still asleep. Judging by the wine amphoras 
smashed against the rocks, Hektor surmised they had spent the previous evening celebrating 
their latest catch. He watched as one stumbled across his sleeping comrades to piss between two 
boulders. Another slumped himself on top of the woman beside him and began to rut. 

The beach was littered with cargo. Cloth, sheets of silver and bronze, and amphora jars 
were strewn from the rocks to the three ships pulled up on the beach. Typical of most pirate 
vessels, the ships' hulls had been slathered black with pitch to make them difficult to see at 
night. 

"There are no more of them on the island," Hektor's master-of-ship, Polydourous said as 
he and a dozen marines came up on the left. "We can round them all up right here." Typical, he 
said this as if he were still on board bellowing at the crew to strike the main mast. Hektor 
frantically motioned for him to be silent.

Polydourous, or Pol as Hektor had called him since they were children, did not seem to 
notice. He knelt down next to Hektor and produced a small jar from his belt pouch and rubbed a 
balm into the fair skin on his balding scalp. The ointment reeked of a self-concocted blend of 
saltwater and fish liver.  

"Between your mouth and that stink you will wake the whole lot," Hektor said.
"The mouth of Tarturus could open and swallow them all and they would never wake." Pol 

smeared on another coat before pocketing the jar. "I do not believe I have ever seen men so 
drunk."

Hektor focused his attention back on the pirate camp and studied their main quarry. The 
raider's leader, called the Red Corinthian, lay among his men like a giant rock in the middle of 
the sea. A son of Poseidon, he was the most feared raider from the Cyclades to the Peloponnese. 
Hektor had been trying to catch him since the war with Athens had ended over a year ago. The 
prince thanked the gods for allowing the pirate and his entire crew to be placed in their hands. 

 Hektor drew his sword. "Make sure the Red Corinthian is apprehended first." The man 
was powerful enough to nearly kill all of them on his own. "Send the signal,"

Pol circled his hand above his head. Nearly fifty marines, archers, and armed sailors 
fanned out along the beach. Most of the pirates did not even notice they were there. One reached 
for a weapon, but Pol smashed him with the back of his shield and sent him reeling into the 
sand. The noise woke the rest of the pirates, but they were quickly subdued.

The Red Corinthian was so drunk he could barely rise. Still, it took twelve marines to beat 
him down and bind him.



"What are you men doing?" the Red Corinthian thundered. "We are merchants, damn 
you!"

For the first time, Hektor looked upon the man he had been chasing for so long. Like 
most of those who were god-begotten, the Red Corinthian was gorgeous. His lean, hard body 
looked as though it had been carved from alabaster. Hair the color of coral fell in ringlets over his 
sapphire eyes, which bore into Hektor with malice. Only his unkempt beard, encrusted with food 
and dried wine, labeled him as the vermin he was. 

The rest of the Red Corinthians's men were forced to their feet and rounded up. Their 
jaws were slack with astonishment of being taken so easily. 

"Strip off your clothes," Pol ordered the pirates. They could be hiding daggers and other 
small weapons inside them.

"Damned if we will," the Red Corinthian said. "I said we were merchants."
"Save your lies,” Hektor said. “You will need all the breath you can muster.”
Hektor gave the order for his men to tear the raiders' ships apart. The Trojans would need 

timber to make the crosses  for the crucifixions. Like every other pirates, they would be hung up 
along the shore to serve as warnings. When the first cross had been assembled, the pirates 
quickly surmised their fate and began to groan. Hektor called for the Red Corinthian to be the 
first to be crucified.

The marines dragged the big man over to the crossed beams. Eight men had to sit on his 
arms and legs so that they could tie them down.

"You Trojans are not worth dog's piss," the Red Corinthian said spitting on the ground. 
"Otherwise, you would fight me fair. Untie me and I will fight all of you combined. I will show 
you one Corinthian is worth fifty Trojans." The pirate glowered at Hektor, as if expecting him to 
accept his challenge. When Hektor ignored him, the pirate leader  hurled curses and insults at 
him.

Pol walked up to the Red Corinthian with a handful of spikes and a hammer. When the 
Red Corinthian saw them, his eyes bulged.

"Cowards!" he shrieked as he pulled against his bonds. "Untie me you sons of whores. I 
will fight the lot of you. I piss on you. I piss on you and your king. I piss on you and your gods!"

Without a word, Pol drove the spike through the raider's wrist. A thin ribbon of blood 
spurted from the wound and striped Pol's shoulder. The Red Corithian threw himself against his 
ropes, which stretched and whined to keep his enormous strength in check. His back arched as 
he struggled to fill his empty lungs with air then released it in a long bellow like that of a speared 
bull. The man was so large and strong, it took more spikes than usual to nail him to the cross. 
Hektor thought he saw Pol smiling as he hammered them all in.

The marines raised the cross upwards and dropped it into the hole with a loud thud. The 
Red Corinthian's great body sagged from the weight. Hektor thought he could hear the man's 
flesh tearing from the spikes and wondered if they should have secured him better. As if sensing 
Hektor's thoughts, Pol hammered two more spikes into the man's knees. The Red Corinthian 
howled. 

Hektor was glad to finally have caught this one. The raider had not only been elusive, but 
he was also one of the most dangerous men in the Aegean Sea. The day before, Hektor and his 
crew had come across an empty Miletian merchantman bobbing in the middle of the sea. 
Because the ship's crew was missing, they knew it had been the Red Corinthian's work.  He was 
notorious for tying stones and other heavy objects to the ankles of his victims and then throwing 
them overboard. 



The Trojan marines began to place bets on how long the pirate would live. On a cross, 
most men could last two days before a combination of thirst, blood loss, and exhaustion took 
their lives. Some could last three if they were lucky. With the great strength that came from the 
Red Corinthian's divine birth, the men wagered he would last at least eight days. Some said ten.  

When the other pirates saw their leader hanging there, they fell to the ground and prayed 
to their gods. One at a time, as another cross was built, the marines grabbed a raider and nailed 
him to it. The pirates pleaded to Hektor for mercy. 

Hektor hated all of it. Nothing in the war had prepared him for this. When they were 
fighting the Athenians, they met them in open battle, but pirates struck and melted away by the 
time you arrived. Against Athens, slaying an opponent was honorable. Crucifying was just 
butchery and torture. He reminded himself the raiders had brought it upon themselves. They 
were all cowards and murderers. 

One of the raiders managed to break away from his captors, but instead of trying to flee, 
he ran to Hektor and fell at his feet. Marines rained down blows upon his back and head with the 
butts of their spears then dragged him back to the cross that was waiting for him. 

"Please--my nephew," the man cried to Hektor. "He is just a boy. Have pity. Please . . ."
Hektor turned to where the remaining raiders were held. Standing among them was a 

young man. His face was covered in sand and his tangled hair fell down into his eyes. Tears rolled 
down his red cheeks.

The boy could not be any older than Hektor's younger brothers Antiphus and Hipponous 
and they were not even old enough for their first hair between their legs. Hektor wondered how 
this boy had gotten involved with these brigands.

The boy was the next to be crucified, but when the marines noticed Hektor's interest in 
him, they paused. 

"My prince?" one guard asked.
Hektor felt as though his soul was being ripped in two. Did the gods truly expect him to 

execute a child? He considered pardoning him. He could not just set him free, but perhaps he 
could take him back to Troy and make him a palace slave.  Hektor then remembered the dead 
man he had seen earlier. Hektor could imagine the boy laughing along with the others when the 
man had fallen. Perhaps the boy had even been the one to throw the javelin. Hektor clenched his 
fist. How could he ever know the boy's amount of guilt?

The prince recalled his his father's declaration to execute and make an example of every 
pirate they found. With Athens defeated, Troy and her allies had to make the impression on 
everyone that she was now master of the Aegean. Pirates could not be tolerated. If one was found 
in their company, they were guilty by association. Hektor had carried out his father's orders 
exactly, but he would not allow this boy to suffer on a cross like the others.

He motioned to the main mast on one of the pirate ships. "Hang him from that yardarm 
instead. Have Orestes do it." Orestes had a knack for hanging men. He could rig  a noose so that 
a man's neck snapped instantly instead of him kicking about as he strangled to death.

Hektor moved away quickly, afraid he would change his mind.
He found Pol standing away from the crucifixions. He had handed the hammer and spikes 

to one of the others. He was wiping blood from his hands on a rag. 
"I have had enough of this butcher's work," Pol said.
"So have I," Hektor said. 
"There is still over a month left before the sailing season ends," Pol said. "I suppose we 

have to put up with it a little longer."



"No," Hektor said. "We got the Red Corinthian. He was the one I wanted. Now that he is 
gone, we are finished with our work."

Pol threw the bloody rag to the ground. "Good."
"Once they are all hung up, we will find the rest of the squadron and head back to Troy."
"It will take us awhile to find them." 
"We will find them," Hektor said. Apollo Squadron had been divided up into small attack 

groups to maximize their efforts in finding the raiders. Twenty ships in all, they were spread 
throughout the Cycladaic Islands. Hektor was not sure where they all were.

"Let us leave this wretched place," Hektor said. “Get the ships.”
Pol nodded and climbed up over the rocks from where they came. 
The last of the raiders was nailed to a cross. They were all lined up facing the sea, like a 

row of demented trees. Hektor walked along the shore and stared up at them. The men's groans 
and sobs were a never ending chorus.  One man looked down at Hektor with pleading eyes. 
Spittle dripped from his quivering mouth as he tried to form words. Hektor threw his hand to his 
nose as the man soiled himself. 

A few of the crew had picked up the dead merchant's corpse and were digging a grave on a 
nearby hill. Hektor walked over and studied him, searching for any characteristic features. When 
he saw the king of Miletos, Hektor would let him know about this man. Perhaps Hektor could 
tell the king enough so that the man could be identified. If the man had family, perhaps it would 
give them some type of piece of mind to know what became of him.

Hektor plucked a piece of silver from his belt pouch and placed it it in the corpse's mouth 
to pay the ferry man on his way to Hades. “May the gods judge you justly.”

By the time the merchant was buried, three Trojan warships came around the island and 
into the shallows. Hektor and his men waded out to them. The pirates on the crosses called out 
to them, begging to be killed. Hektor grabbed a rope that was thrown to him and climbed aboard 
his flagship, the trireme Silver Bow.

"Take us out of here," Hektor told Pol.
As Pol roared at the crew members to get underway, Hektor turned back to the beach and 

the crucified raiders. He could have found a better spot to have hung them, he thought. The 
beach was tucked away from view. Most ships probably would not even see them. Undoubtedly, 
though, other pirates knew of this hideaway and would find them. The warning would not be 
lost.

Hektor signaled to the captains of the other two ships, Wind Stallion and Sea Witch, to 
come along side. He climbed up on the railing and grabbed one of the halyards to steady himself. 
It was time to announce that they were going home. The Silver Bow's and the other ships' crews 
gathered around.

Hektor had been trained in all manner of warfare since a boy, but his most formidable 
weapon was his smile. It was harder for him to use it these days, it seemed, but all he had to do 
was think about going home and found that it returned. Combined with his love for oratory, 
Hektor prided himself in being able to stir up the hearts of men. Pol once said that Hektor could 
convince a guppy it was a barracuda.

Hektor motioned towards the shore. "The Red Corithian, after all these many months, 
finally hangs from a cross. It is all because of you."

The men let out a cheer.
Hektor studied their faces. He knew them all by name: his captains Adrastus, son of 

Merops and hard-fighting Scab Knuckles. They were some of the best warriors in the Trojan 



League. There was the man called Bellows who could play a pan pipe for hours on end and the 
fair-haired twins Aesipos and Pedasos, sons of a naiad. Hektor could name all the crew members 
by name. They all looked at him with expectant faces, like children waiting for treats at a street 
carnival.

"You men have been out to sea for a long time," he said. "Three and a half years ago Troy 
called upon you to defend her and her League allies who were so viciously attacked by the 
Athenians. You fought hard battles and many of our comrades now walk the Elesian Fields."

Hektor paused, remembering. He knew all them by name as well. The crews bowed their 
heads and pressed their thumbs to their brows. A few said silent prayers. 

"At Kea, you defeated the Athenians and Creteans, ended their dominance, and gave 
command of the seas to the League. Now, for the last year and a half, you have been securing 
those seas to protect the League's interests--chasing pirates who sometimes do not even seem to 
be there. It has been at times a frustrating and unappreciated job."

The men all nodded and muttered to one another their agreement.
 "During all this time, you have not seen your families nearly enough. But you have never 
complained. You have shown me the strength of your character and you have given honor to 
yourself, your ancestors, and to sacred Ilion, motherland of our forebearers. But now the last of 
the great pirates are dead and these waters are secure."

He paused for dramatic effect. 
"It is time to go home," he said.
This was met with a roar of approval.
He showed them his smile. "Now we just have to find out where in Hades the rest of the 

squadron is."
The men all laughed at his joke. 
Hektor jumped down from the railing and smiled and patted his crew members on the 

backs. Pol walked up and the two friends clasped arms.
"The gods are good," Hektor said.
"They are indeed," Pol said.
As Pol turned away to congratulate other members of the crew, Hektor's gaze fell once 

more on the crucified pirates. Closer to shore, swaying from a yardarm, hung the boy. Hektor grit 
his teeth and prayed the gods would never force him to make a decision like that again. But he 
knew they would.

***

It took them six days to find all of Apollo Squadron.  As expected, they were flung all 
around the islands of the Cyclades. The crews were ecstatic to hear that they were returning 
home. They turned west and made a heading for the coast of Asia. Hektor wanted to report in 
with their League ally, Mylethous king of the city of Miletos, and tell him the news of the capture 
of the Red Corithian before moving northwards along the coast to Troy.

They were in open water sailing towards Ikaria when the lookout called out that there was 
a bank of fog ahead. Hektor frowned. This would slow them down. 

Pol went forward and observed for a moment and cursed "Horse piss. It is thick as barley 
soup. I can not see a thing."

Hektor wondered which god they had offended for this to happen.
"Have the squadron tighten formation and shorten sail," Hektor told Pol. "We will have to 



head as straight as we can."
It was some of the thickest fog Hektor had ever seen. He could barely see the bow of the 

ship when he stood aft. Fog was always a danger towards the end of the sailing season when the 
winter months set in and the air began to cool. This fog was unusual as winter was still a few 
months away. Hektor prayed it did not last much longer. They could hit some rocks or a shoal or 
get turned around.

Something caught Hektor's attention off the port bow. It was a large shadow moving fast 
on a northward tack. At first Hektor thought it was another ship, but the direction it was moving 
was against the wind. It would not have been able to move that fast.

"Did you see that?" Hektor asked Pol.
"See what?" Pol had broken out his jar of balm again and was running it across his head. 

Hektor scrunched up his nose.
The prince watched and waited to see if the shape would reappear. Perhaps it was the fog 

playing tricks on him. Suddenly, the lookout shouted and pointed in the same direction.
"There," Pol said. "I see it."
They moved to the port side rail. Hektor could just barely make out a shape bobbing in 

the water. It was too small to be a ship. He squinted his eyes and cursed the fog.
The lookout yelled, “It's a raft."
Hektor could see it now. Something, or someone, was on top of it. He cupped his hands 

around his mouth and shouted, “Ho there! Raft!”
He waited for a response. When there was no reply Hektor told the helmsman to bring the 

ship alongside.
“Careful now,” Hektor said. “Do not capsize it.”
There was definitely someone lying across it. He, or she, wasn't moving, though. He called 

out a few times, but never got a reply.
“He could be unconscious,” Hektor said.
“Or dead,” Pol said.
The Silver Bow came up next to the raft. A couple of the crewmen used a pair of oars like 

pinchers to keep the raft from moving away.  Hektor called for a rope.
He shimmied down the side of the ship and down to the raft. It was barely large enough to 

hold the survivor much less him. He had to be cautious of falling off as he knelt down to 
investigate.

The survivor was wrapped in a blanket, faded and stiff from the salty sea air and harsh 
sun. He was breathing. Hektor shook him. There was no response. Hektor shook harder.

“Wake up!”
The survivor started, then slowly pushed himself to a sitting position. The blanket fell 

from around his shoulders. A pair of golden eyes blinked. It was then that Hektor saw the two 
bull-like horns that grew out of the sides of the survivor's head. The prince nearly fell off the raft.

Someone from the deck shouted, "A taurus!"


